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Lattice coding for Rician fading channels fromHadamard rotations
Alex Karrila, Niko R. Väisänen, David Karpuk, Member, IEEE, and Camilla Hollanti, Member, IEEEDepartment of Mathematics and Systems AnalysisAalto University School of Science, FinlandEmail: firstname.(initial.)lastname@aalto.fi

Abstract—In this paper, we study lattice coding for Ricianfading wireless channels. This is motivated in particular bypreliminary studies suggesting the Rician fading model formillimeter-wavelength wireless communications. We restrict tolattice codes arising from rotations of Z
n, and to a single-inputsingle-output (SISO) channel. We observe that several latticedesign criteria suggest the optimality of Hadamard rotations.For instance, we prove that Hadamard rotations maximizethe diamond-packing density among all rotated Z

n lattices.Finally, we provide simulations to show that Hadamard rotationsoutperform optimal algebraic rotations and cross-packing latticesin the Rician channel.Index Terms—algebraic rotations, diamond packings,Hadamard rotations, lattice code design, orthogonal lattices,reliability, Rician fading, single-input single-output (SISO)channels
I. INTRODUCTION

Reliability is a key issue in designing wireless communi-cations, since the channels are vulnerable to distortions. Reli-ability is typically improved by simultaneous error-correctioncoding and physical-layer design, with the tradeoff of decodingcomplexity and information rate.Orthogonal lattice codes are a highly conventional physical-layer design in all types of wireless channels. Such codesprovide for fast vector decoding based on solving a closest-vector problem. In addition, the Gray mapping from bit vectorsto lattice vectors guarantees a beneficial conversion of vectordecoding errors to bit decoding errors. Thus, the fundamentalquestion in physical-layer reliability is to find the orthogonallattice, or equivalently, the rotation, that provides a low rateof vector decoding errors. Algebraic rotations are known toprovide a solution in Rayleigh fading single-input single-output (SISO), see [1], [2] for a good overview, as well asin multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channels [3].The case is nevertheless not closed: research on future fifthgeneration (5G) communication networks calls for studyingoptimal rotations for the Rician channel. Namely, instead ofthe usual 700MHz–2.6GHz, an extension to millimeter waves(e.g. 28GHz) is anticipated [4], [5]. Using millimeter wavesprovides both advantages and challenges. Using traditionalspectrum allows for the transmission of data over a longerdistance but at lower capacity, whereas millimeter wave offersgreater bandwidth, but over shorter distances. However, thechannel models for such new frequency spectra are not yetfully understood. For this reason, it is unclear at the moment

what kind of modulation and encoding of the data willbe most useful for energy efficiency and signal robustness.Nevertheless, tentative studies [6] show that the scale channelcoefficients are Rician distributed.In this paper, we show that several alternative designapproaches suggest the optimality of Hadamard rotations inRician SISO channels. We show experimentally that Hadamardrotations outperform the algebraic rotations of [1] and thecross-packing lattices of [7] over the Rician channel. TheRician channel is indexed by a parameter K > 0, with K = 0being the Rayleigh channel and K → ∞ the Gaussian channel.While the algebraic lattices offer better performance at K = 0,they are outperformed by the Hadamard rotations already atsmall K . We present results only for K = 20 for the sake ofcompactness, but similar results were obtained for several K .Lattices from Hadamard rotations has previously been pro-posed for certain fading channels in [8], and as an alternative toOFDM for optical channels in [9], to give a few applications.Nevertheless, it seems that their surprisingly good performancein the Rician case has not been noticed before.Organization: In Section II, we provide the necessarybackground on lattices, Hadamard rotations, and the Ricianchannel. The design approaches based on error probabilityestimates and sphere packings are presented in Sections III–IV, and approaches based on diamond packings and diversityestimates in Section V. Simulation results are provided inSection VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Lattices
A lattice is a discrete additive subgroup of Rn. We assumefamiliarity with the basic concepts related to lattices and latticecodes, and refer the unaccustomed reader to [1] or [10]. Wepoint out that we consistently work in the column vectorconvention. We are going to be interested in the followingclass of lattices.

Definition II.1. A full-rank lattice Λ ⊂ R
n is well-rounded(WR) if its minimal vectors span R

n.
The minimal vectors of a WR lattice Λ are not guaranteed togenerate Λ [11, Ch. 2]. WR lattices are of interest here mainlydue to their relation to the sphere-packing problem. Namely,all local maxima of the sphere packing density and hence
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in particular the sphere-packing optimal lattices are well-rounded: in a non-WR lattice, one can shrink the orthogonalcomplement of the minimal vectors to obtain a lattice withsame minimal norm but smaller volume. The following is apartial converse to this statement:
Lemma II.2. Let Λ ⊂ R

n be a WR full lattice, scaled to unitvolume. Then, the sphere packing density of Λ is minimized ifand only if Λ is a rotation of Zn.
Proof. Any n linearly independent minimal vectors of Λgenerate a WR sublattice Λ′ whose sphere-packing densityis smaller or equal to that of Λ. Thus, it suffices to provethe claim for the WR lattice Λ′ generated by its minimalvectors. But the claim is then immediate from Hadamard’sinequality.
B. Hadamard matrices
Definition II.3. A (real) Hadamard matrix is a square matrixwhose all entries are ±1 and whose column vectors areorthogonal.

The orthogonality condition can be equivalently cast as
WTW = nI . Thus, W/

√
n is an orthogonal matrix, calleda Hadamard rotation. Hadamard matrices are conjectured toexist in all dimensions divisible by four, and known to existin all such dimensions relevant for lattice coding purposes.The Kronecker product of two Hadamard matrices yields athird one. Based on this fact, Sylvester’s construction is thesimplest way to obtain Hadamard matrices in dimensions thatare powers of two, defined inductively by

W2 =





1 1
1 −1



, W2k+1 = W2 ⊗W2k . (1)
We denote Hadamard matrices by W and Hadamard rotationsby U , often working with W to avoid normalization constants.
C. Fading SISO channels and the Rice distribution

We consider a single-input-single-output (SISO) wirelesschannel. We assume perfect channel state information (CSI)at the receiver and no CSI at the transmitter. Such a channelis modeled by the real channel equation
y = diag(h)x+ v, (2)

where x ∈ R
n and y ∈ R

n are the transmitted and receivedvectors, respectively, and h ∈ R
n
+ and v ∈ R

n are mutuallyindependent random vectors modeling fading and noise, re-spectively. We assume Gaussian noise, v ∼ N (0, σ2I), andan interleaved channel where the hi are i.i.d.Our primary interest lies in Rician distributed hi, modelinga fading with a line of sight and scattering routes. The strengthof the line of sight is captured by the Rician factor K ≥ 0indexing the different Rice distributions defined by the density
ρ(h) = 2h(1 +K)e−K−h2(1+K)I0(2h

√

K2 +K), (3)
where I0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function of first kind. Thecase K = 0 is the well-studied Rayleigh fading channel, whilein the limit K → ∞, hi becomes deterministically one and weobtain the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.

III. LATTICE DESIGN CRITERIA IN RICIAN CHANNELS
In this section, we provide some motivating computationsfor the optimality of Hadamard rotations in physical-layerdesigns. The design criteria rely on the hi having smallvariance, and thus being concentrated around their mean. Thisis in contrast with the Rayleigh fading channel, in which deepfades (some hi ≈ 0) are a major cause of decoding errors.The two most conventional ways to design physical-layerreliability in fading channels are minimizing the PEP bound(4) or, in the AWGN channel, maximizing the sphere-packingdensity of the lattice. We study analogous design approachesin channel models where deep fades are not the primary causeof decoding errors, such as the Rician channel1, by studyingthe pairwise error probability (PEP) estimate and the sphere-packing at a near-average fade. We find an agreement of thetwo approaches, both suggesting the optimality of Hadamardrotations.

A. Pairwise error probability
The standard PEP bound states that the probability P of avector decoding error is bounded by

P ≤ 1

2

∑

t∈Λ\{0}

E

{

exp

(

−‖diag(h)t‖2
8σ2

)}

, (4)
where Λ is the code lattice, σ2 the noise variance, and theexpectation is over h. In the deep-fade dominated Rayleighfading channel, this expectation is analyzed by fixing thedistribution of the fading hi and expanding around σ2 = 0.To study a noise dominated channel, let us fix the noise σ2

and “expand around Var(h2
i ) = 0”: denoting (‖diag(h)t‖2 −

E{‖diag(h)t‖2})/8σ2 = ǫ, the exponential in (4) becomes
exp

(

−‖diag(h)t‖2
8σ2

)

= exp

(

−E{‖diag(h)t‖2}
8σ2

)

e−ǫ

= exp

(

−E{‖diag(h)t‖2}
8σ2

)

(1 − ǫ+ ǫ2/2− . . .) (5)
Neglecting the higher-order terms represented by the ellipsesand substituting E{‖diag(h)t‖2} = E{h2}‖t‖2, we approxi-mate the PEP bound as

1

2

∑

t∈Λ\{0}

E

{

exp

(

−‖diag(h)t‖2
8σ2

)}

(6)
≈ 1

2

∑

t∈Λ\{0}

e−
E{h2}‖t‖2

8σ2

[

1 +
Var(h2)

2(8σ2)2
‖t‖44

]

, (7)
where ‖ · ‖p denotes the usual Lp vector norm. Since Var(h2)was assumed small, the minimal vectors of Λ dominate theseries above, and their L2 norm should be maximized and L4

norm minimized in order to minimize the error probability. Inother words, we should first maximize the packing density of
Λ and then rotate it so that the minimal vectors are parallelto [±1, . . . ,±1]T . If Λ is a rotation of Z

n this condition issatisfied if and only if it is a Hadamard rotation.
1This assumption is validated for the Rician channel in Section IV.



B. Sphere packings
Regarding the fading channel as an instantaneous Gaussianchannel, we should maximize the packing density of therandomly faded lattice diag(h)Λ. First, the average norm of agiven lattice vector t ∈ Λ is after fading E{‖diag(h)t‖2} =

E{h2}‖t‖2. This tells us to maximize the packing radius of
Λ, but does not differentiate between rotations of Λ. Next,the random norms ‖diag(h)t‖2, especially the shortest ones,should be stabilized around their expectation E[‖diag(h)t‖2].Hence, we should minimize the variance

Var(‖diag(h)t‖2/E[‖diag(h)t‖2]) = Var(h2
i )

E[h2
i ]

2

‖t‖44
‖t‖42

. (8)
The conclusions are identical to those reached from the criteriaderived from the PEP; specifically, if Λ is a rotation of Z

n

and t a minimal vector of Λ, then the above quantity will beminimized exactly when it is a Hadamard rotation.
Remark III.1. More generally, we could expand the class oflattices we are interested in to include non-orthogonal lattices.In particular, there exist many well-rounded lattices (whichnecessarily have good sphere packings) all of whose minimalvectors are parallel to [±1, . . . ,±1]T . For example, the body-centered cubic lattice in R

3, generated by the vectors [1, 1, 1]T ,
[1,−1,−1]T , and [−1,−1, 1]T , or its tensor product with anyHadamard lattice.
IV. SPHERE-PACKING DENSITY OF HADAMARD LATTICES

IN RICIAN FADING CHANNELS
In this section, we provide a probabilistic estimate for thesphere-packing density of a Hadamard rotated unit lattice afterfading. We work with the unnormalized Hadamard matrices

W ∈ R
n×n, and denote the lattices of interest by Λ = WZ

n

and Λh = diag(h)WZ
n.Notice that the natural generators of the faded lattice Λhare of the form [±h1 . . . ,±hn]

T . If they are minimal vectorsof Λh, then Λh is well-rounded and, by Lemma II.2, Λhhas a good sphere packing. In this section, we compute theprobability of this event in low dimensions.
Lemma IV.1. For any realization of h, there is a minimalvector diag(h)Wω of the faded lattice Λh, where the integerlattice coordinates ω ∈ Z

n either satisfy ‖ω‖2 < n, or ω is arow of the matrix W .
Proof. Let wj be the jth row of W , and ω ∈ Z

n some arbi-trary lattice coordinates. We compare the lengths of the lattice
Λh vectors diag(h)Wwj and diag(h)Wω. First, Wwj = nej,so for some j, we have

‖diag(h)Wwj‖2 = n2 min
1≤i≤m

h2
i . (9)

Next, denote Wω = z and note that
‖diag(h)Wω‖2 =

n
∑

k=1

h2
kz

2
k (10)

≥ ‖z‖2 min
1≤k≤n

h2
k (11)

= n‖ω‖2 min
1≤k≤n

h2
k, (12)
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Fig. 1. The probability (1 − P{C}) of Corollary IV.2, when hi are takenRician with parameter K , for the Hadamard matrices in n = 2, 4 dimensionsfrom Sylvester’s construction.

where the last step used the fact that W/
√
n is a rotationmatrix. Now diag(h)Wω must satisfy ‖ω‖2 < n to be shorterthan diag(h)Wwj .

Corollary IV.2. Let us denote by C the event that the naturalgenerators diag(h)Wei of a faded Hadamard lattices Λh =diag(h)WZ
n are minimal vectors. Then, P{C} is given byintegrating the joint density of h2

1, ..., h
2
n over a cone.

Proof. For fixed dimension, the previous lemma gives finitelymany lattice coordinates ω that can yield minimal vectors.Then, diag(h)Wej are minimal vectors if and only if all such
ω satisfy

‖diag(h)Wω‖2 ≥
n
∑

k=1

h2
k, (13)

a linear inequality in h2
1, ..., h

2
n.

This corollary allows for numerical computations, as illus-trated in Figure 1. In particular, when hi are taken Ricianwith parameter K , the probability (1 − P{C}) of Λh notbeing WR decays exponentially in K . In four dimensions,the exponential decay is faster than in two. This leads to twoconclusions. First, especially in larger dimensions, one canexpect Hadamard rotations to perform well in Rician channelswhere K is sufficiently away from zero. Second, the decodingerrors in such a setup mainly occur due to large noise, ratherthan deep fades. This supports the standing assumption of“noise-dominated errors” in the design approach suggestingHadamard rotations in Section III.
V. CONNECTIONS TO OTHER DESIGN CRITERIA

Aside from the above criteria derived from the PEP andsphere packing density, there have recently been more subtledesign criteria introduced for lattice codes over fading chan-nels, wherein deep fades are not the primary cause of errors.These include the cross-packing density [7] and local diversity



[12]. In this section, we present results which study how wellHadamard rotations of Zn satisfy these design criteria.
A. Diamond packings

Recently, [7] designed lattices for Rician channels by max-imizing their cross-packing density (equivalently, maximizingcross-packing radius), where the crosses consist of axis-aligned line segments. This was motivated by approximatingthe shape of a contour surfaces of the terms in the RicianPEP estimate (4) by a cross polyomino, i.e. an appropriatelythickened cross. Analogously, approximating the shape of thecontour surfaces by the convex hulls of the n-dimensionalcrosses, also known as L1 norm balls or diamonds, one endsup designing lattices based on their diamond packing density.We find that the Hadamard rotations maximize the diamondpacking density of the rotated Z
n lattices.

Proposition V.1. Let R ∈ R
n be a rotation matrix. Then, theminimal L1 norm of the rotated Z

n lattice RZ
n satisfies

min
t∈RZ

n

t6=0

‖t‖1 ≤
√
n, (14)

with equality if and only if R is a Hadamard rotation.
Proof. To prove the inequality, let e be any elementary basisvector. Take t = Re a rotated basis vector. Recall now therelation of L2 and L1 norms on R

n:
‖t‖1 ≤

√
n‖t‖2, (15)

with equality if and only if t is parallel to [±1, . . . ,±1]T . Thisimplies that
min

t∈RZ
n

t6=0

‖t‖1 ≤
√
n, (16)

and the equality is possibly reached only if R is Hadamard.To prove that the inequality is sharp for Hadamard rotations,notice that ‖t‖1 ≥ a if and only if t · s ≥ a for somesign vector s = [±1, . . . ,±1]T . Now, let t be any nonzerovector of a Hadamard rotated lattice UZ
n, and let u be a basisvector of the lattice UZ

n (i.e., a column of U ) with a nonzero(integer) coefficient in t ∈ UZ
n. Choosing s = ±√

nu, theorthogonality of the Hadamard basis implies
t · s ≥ √

n, (17)
so indeed ‖t‖1 ≥

√
n for all nonzero t ∈ UZ

n.
B. Local diversity

In [12] the design of reliable lattices in low signal-to-ratio (SNR) Rayleigh fading channels was considered, and theauthors deduced that Hadamard rotations are optimal within acertain one-parameter Lie group of rotations. They explainedthe appearance Hadamard rotations, which contrary to con-ventional algebraic rotations are not fully diverse, by localdiversity of Hadamard lattices, i.e., a tradeoff between diversityand length of the lattice vectors. We prove the following sharplocal diversity estimate for Hadamard rotations.

Proposition V.2. Let U ∈ R
n×n be a Hadamard rotation andlet t = Uω be of diversity k > 0. Then,

k‖t‖2 ≥ n. (18)
Proof. Since t has diversity k, we have ‖t‖2 ≥ ‖t‖1/

√
k.Substituting the minimal L1 norm ‖t‖1 ≥ √

n, we obtain
‖t‖22 ≥ n/k as desired.

VI. SIMULATIONS
We now present simulation results to confirm our previousfindings. The key parameters for our simulations are thedimension n of the signal constellation and its order q perdimension (so that the number of constellation points is qn),the parameter K of the Rician distribution, and the volume-to-noise ratio (VNR) which defines the variance of the noise

σ2
n by the formula VNR = Vol(Λ)2/n/(8σ2

n). In simulationsfor n = 2 we used q = 8, and for n = 4 we used q = 4.
A. Setup details

Let M denote the generator matrix of the simulated codelattice Λ and S the signal constellation. To construct the signalconstellation, we start from a finite region of Zn described by
S′′ = {(x1, . . . , xn) | xi ∈ Z, 0 ≤ xi < q ∀i}. Then, wecenter such a region by setting S′ = S′′ − (q − 1)/2. Finally,our signal constellation S is a image of S′ under the generatormatrix, S = MS′.The channel simulations were based on first generating auniform random constellation vector x, then generating theRician fading and Gaussian noise vectors of the channelequation (2) to obtain the received vector y, and finally solvingthe closest vector problem x̂ = argmint∈S ||y− diag(h)t||2.The decoding is correct if x̂ = x.
B. Results

Rotations: We first compared three different rotations of Zn

in dimension n = 4. These rotations are the identity rotation,the best known algebraic rotation [2], and the Hadamardrotation from Sylvester’s construction. We simulated the per-formance of these rotations in the Rician channel over a largerange of K values.In Fig. 2 we plot error rate as a function of VNR, for theRician parameter K = 20. The Hadamard rotations performslightly better than the algebraic rotations over the whole VNRrange, which supports the results of Section III. Similar sim-ulations for other values of K produced comparable results.To see how the performance of the different lattices varieswith the Rician parameter K , we plot in Figure 3 the errorrates as a function of K for fixed VNR. We see that indimension n = 4 there is a value for K , namely K ≈ 4.4, afterwhich the Hadamard rotation performs better than the othertwo simulated rotations. An analogous simulation in dimension
n = 2 produced similar results, with the critical value of Kbeing K ≈ 7.2.
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Fig. 2. Error rates in the Rician fading channel with parameter K = 20 forlattice codes from the identity rotation, the best-known algebraic rotation, andthe Hadamard rotation in n = 4 dimensions.
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Fig. 3. Error probabilities for the Rician fading channel in n = 4 dimensionsas a function of the parameter K , with fixed VNR = 8 dB.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Hadamard rotation and cross-packing lattices indimension n = 2, for Rician factor K = 20.

Cross-packing lattices: Recently, [7] designed a familyof cross-packing lattices for Rician channels, indexed by aparameter t, of which t = 1 and t = 2 performed best.Let us compare the Hadamard rotations against these lattices(normalized to unit volume). Note that the cross-packinglattices are not orthogonal, so comparing vector error ratesin the codes, as plotted, is not equivalent to comparing biterror rates.In Fig. 4 we present simulation results which compare theperformance of the Hadamard rotation to the cross-packinglattices in dimension n = 2, which show that the Hadamardrotation offers a modest improvement over the cross-packinglattices.
VII. CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by applications to 5G and millimeter wave com-munications, we studied lattice codebook design for the Ricianfading channel. It was found that Hadamard rotations of Z
n

satisfy the design criteria derived from the corresponding PEPand the sphere-packing density. Two particularly attractivefeatures of Hadamard lattices are that they often retain goodsphere-packing properties after experiencing fading, and thatthey are maximizers of the diamond packing density amongrotations of Zn. Simulations were provided which demonstratethat Hadamard lattices outperform other lattice constructionsin the Rician channel, such as algebraic rotations and cross-packing lattices.
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